
polystyrene box custom made

FOLDAWAY PREFABRICATED BOX TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Prefabricated box for external locking system with roller shutter, made in self-extinguishing high intensity closed cell expanded polystyre-
ne (30/35 Kg/mc), with weld mesh internal armor made by longitudinal rods in galvanized iron 4 mm and by connection brackets pitch 
250 mm and and upper part of the shaped profile with recesses to facilitate the attachment to the lintel; side face with cement mortar 
plaster cover for a perfect adhesion with any type of plaster, reinforced aluminium lower edges with plaster holder function. The 
assembled box is completed with the following accessories: ABS headboard panels prepared for the various reversible manoeuvring 
systems, external fixing jaws for anchoring to the wall, roller supports composed of nylon bushings and/or galvanized bearings, octagonal 
galvanized roller, PVC cover and pulley (standard version with manual belt manoeuvring)

Thermal transmittance (U) measures the ability of an element to contain the dispersion of thermal energy and thus to "insulate" the house, 
contributing to energy savings. The lower the U-value, the better the required performance.
Note: for the boxes have not been defined limit values to be respected but in consideration of the ancillary and complementary function that 
they perform with the frame must ensure the performance suitable to comply with the new legislation. It should be noted, in fact, that the box 
with its characteristics must contribute to the containment of energy consumption, therefore the limit values must not be referred to the 
individual box, but must be respected by the entire system of transparent closure (including a box).

Acustic insulation (D) represents the level of noise attenuation provided by a building element inserted between two rooms. The Small Element 
Sound Insulation Index (Dnew) refers to construction elements with a surface area of less than one square meter.
The sound-insulating power (R) of a structure represents its ability to reduce the transmission of the incident sound on it; the insulation 
performance of walls and windows is indicated by the parameter Rw (UNI EN ISO 140-3).
It should be noted that the Italian legislation does not require minimum thermal or acoustic performance from the boxes.
 

Edilcass prefabricated boxes meet the highest demands for thermal and acoustic insulation as certified by the test reports issued by the German 
institute IFT ROSENHEIM: Report n.428/31895 of 05.09.06 - Report n. 165/31895 of 30.08.06 Report n.165/33023 of 17.02.07

Box

Density:
Thermal conductivity:
Linear expansion coefficient:
Fire reaction:
Weight:
Thermal transmittance:
Normalized sound insulation
Sound isolation:



PLUS LINE

Finishing with PLASTER

Box PLUS 26 is equipped with internal recesses to 
facilitate the winding of the roller shutter
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